Solo Ads Email Swipes:
Subject Line : Goosebumps.
Body: I got Goosebumps watching this.

Click Here To See What It Is
Thousands of people saw it right after it was posted.
Thousands more have seen it in only the past few days.
More people are rushing to see it right now.
Don't get left behind. I'm on this.

Click Here To See What It Is
PS. Everyday people are taking advantage
of this system, check it out right now and if you
have any questions. I'm here for you!

Title: Is This True?
Need a new way for making quick money.
You came to the right place.
Is it true that you haven't
set this system up yet?
We designed it specifically
for new people who want to
make a killing. To make things
easier.
== > Click Here for Access Now
Enjoy It!
Name
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$1,347/Day... Interested?
Hey,
Thats right!....
This brand spanking *NEW* software is
making me up to $1,347/Day.
Go here to get started. * http://www.google.com

Name

Drop Everything.
Here's how you can get unlimited traffic from
Facebook Ads for just 1 cent per click*

In this video, Jani exposes how he's been getting
massive traffic from Facebook ads for just 1 cent per click,
and how he's making a KILLING from it.
Watch the tutorial here (there's no cost)*
Enjoy
Name

$146,267.15 a month method *intentionally*
held back from you?
Hey,
Imagine getting tapped on the shoulder one day...
... with nothing but the words "you're in"...
... and suddenly you're given access to a proven method
(so easy it's almost "unfair") for making a passive
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income online - to the tune of "$146,267.15 a month"?
... PLUS a "set and forget" software system
to put everything on complete autopilot?
This has happened -- but nobody's broken
the code and talked about it - until now...
Best Regards,
Name

Don't make money please!
Far too many marketers make money
at the cost of their health... if
you are spending too much time in
front of the computer screen - STOP!
There is an easier & faster method!
This is like everything you do already
is put on steroids and everything takes
care of itself.... you don't have to
work the system, the system works FOR
YOU!
Automatic, Incredible & Scalable - Click Here!
Keep Healthy,
NAME

Hey, you know mike?
Alright so this mike has been the talk
of the internet marketing circles bcoz
he is making WEIRD money in an even WEIRDER
niche by using the principles taught here
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This is what I call out of the box thinking,
he took the fundamentals, applied them to the
offer CONSISTENTLY and BOOM - InstaCash!
Download Your Copy of These Principles!
Regards,
NAME

You solved my problem....
I was at a seminar last month where a 35 year
old came to me and asked me what is the fastest
way to make cash online!
I hadn't thought of the FASTEST WAYS before that
but when he asked me I took out a pen and paper &
wrote down this plan for him!
He helped me by asking the right question! He
asked me and I tapped into knowledge base to get
the answer he wanted.... to be honest he solved
my problem.
Now I have this EMERGENCY CASH system in place!
DO NOT MISS THIS,
[NAME]

(THIS IS FOR LAST DAY SALES ONLY)!
-Alert for {email}
Today is the last day you can take advantage
of the FIFA offer that these million dollar
marketers are running....
You get everything for NO COST at all!
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You don't need to work hard to make profits
online, you just have to work on this!
You're working to hard!
Take it easy - Click Here!
NAME

Bad Decision Times…Gone!
I have an embarrassing confession to make. Even though
I am moderately successful now; there was a time when
I jumped from one technique to another!
Like a monkey! Or even worse but I choose not to use
profanity :)
Anyway, I wish during all my jumps,
I would have found this!
That would have been one crazy jump! And this time I am
talking about a crazy jump in my income & bank accounts.
What am I talking about? Find out here!
- NAME

[facebook alert) An interesting link....
I was browsing a few Facebook groups in my niche
and found a very interesting link:
Facebook group link/click-here
I think you'll find it immensely useful if you're
working online.
No catches,
NAME!
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Facebook group alert!
A new technique was just released on an UNDERGROUND
group on Facebook where the acceptance is by invite
only.
I call it BULL SHIT! Even though people inside the
group are going all crazy saying that they made XXX
using the technique within hours - I already knew it!
It was here before they even knew about it!
What a bunch of losers, thinking they discovered fire!
See the results
NAME

BEER?
I am going out for a beer tonight....yea yea! It’s a Wednesday
but I don't work for anyone... I do what I want when I want
it and still produce $850+ days!
See how I do it here
No Hype! No B.S! If the information is untrue, I could go to
jail.
I think I'm pretty so I don't want to go to jail.... :P
Jokes apart, check this out, you'll love it!
Off to grab a cold one,
NAME

Email subscriber exclusive {email}:
This is for [[email personalized]]. I wanted to
tell you that YOU CAN GET PAID FOR FAILING!
Yes, you get cold hard cash for failing.
I really don't know what else to say about this.
It is probably the worst possible business deal
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the person who is sharing this information has
made....
...or it is just that good!

Be the judge,
NAME

You'll like this one
I don't say this for a lot of internet marketing offers....
Yes, I said offer - boohoo! Anyone who says otherwise needs
to work on his honesty.
But there is some pretty good - NO COST - info here too!
So if you want to learn something TWISTED today! Click the
link above.
I say TWISTED because its a pretty crazy way to look at this
but what the hell - it works like gangbusters!
TWISTED ENOUGH? Click Here
NAME

Something has to be wrong here!
Everything went down hill for me 1 year back when something
major (personal) happened and my income streams died....
Something went terribly wrong and I couldn't figure out things!
But then I realized the only way out of this was to work like a
slave.... I did and things got better.
Fortunately, for you - things are easier!
Everything is organized and ready to be used right now!
Do not miss this,
NAME

Before you continue reading....
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Before you continue reading you MUST promise
that you won't tell anybody about it.
It's just between me and you!
I managed to get this very secret and
underground money making system
just for you.
It's totally legal but there is certain group of
people who control it and don't want you to find
out about it.
So keep it for yourself and make some
money today!
Regards,
Thanks,

(fool proof) almost impossible to fail!
If you've ever tried setting up a "set and forget"
income stream...
You know it can be tough. At times, almost impossible.
But what if you could set up a mostly automated
income...
That is actually "fool-proof".*
*(Even if you've never made a dollar online.)
This doesn't need SEO or PPC
And all the details of how you can do it are
revealed right here...
Take a look
To higher profits and beyond,
Name
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Just 5 minutes please.....
If you consider yourself a winner and NOT a loser who
sits on the by-lines and blames the world; THEN & ONLY
then - Check this out!
Note: The founder of this was a LOSER himself but then
he took charge of his life and GOT REAL RESULTS!
Click here
See how he changed his life and more importantly how you
can change YOURS.....
Regards,
NAME

Re:Can I bribe you?
I want to seduce you to an offer by giving you an ethical
bribe.... I am not going to lie to you and tell you that
there is nothing to buy!
But, it is not forced. You get this; and if you like it &
make money with it; you may want to upgrade BUT IT IS 100%
OPTIONAL?
Want the bribe? Click Here!
It is top notch content because that is the only way I can
maybe get you as a paid customer in the future.
So take it from here,
Regards,
NAME

Maximizer.......(3 times income - NOW!)
Do you know that you can literally maximize your income
by AT LEAST 3 times using this....
it is probably the easiest TWEAK that you can make to
anything that you're doing online and the results will
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show immediately.
Try it now - here!
Respectfully,
NAME

Drafts (107)
Yes, 107 Drafts of potential business plans is what I have
in my big ole' 'IDEA FILE'.
.... and not one that I implemented from that file. Reason?
It is hard to start a new idea and develop it into a business!
But I am still making a whole lot of moola
using this - CLICK HERE!
The biggest advantage is that the results are already there;
the money is already there, all you have to do it send a little
traffic and you'll be looking LIKE THIS
Cheers,
NAME!

STEAL From FaceBook
Did you know that there is a guy named BRIAN who is
literally stealing bucket loads from Facebook?
See how he does it here!
It's 100% Legal though and facebook actually likes
him for stealing from them.
They both make money but Mike makes more :)
This kid is outsmarting everyone else:
==> 23 Y.O Facebook Genius!
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Regards,
NAME

Going to 'KICK MY BROTHER', find out
why
First he wanted a car - I got him a car.
Then he wanted a watch - I got him that.
Now he wants me to buy him a ring for his girlfriend
and I AM GOING TO KICK HIS TEETH OUT!
I should have showed him this earlier; he could have
bought everything on his own then.
My brother is a FREELOADER, you don't have to be because
I am giving you the exact thing that I gave him.
Let me gift you
Name

Your Business is Ready
Hands-free
Thousands of successful people
Regularly updated
People feeding the system
This is the way - everything works 10000000 times faster & the
results you get are phenomenal.
See This as a proof!
.....and they’re is not the only ones that have made money. There is
a whole crowd waiting FOR YOU!
Click here
You'll see a ton more! It is changing lives
all over the globe.
Warm Regards,
NAME
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I was SO WRONG.... I am sorry
The '#1' Little Secret....

STOP! *Broke Businesses!
A ton of people fail online because they are following
businesses that are themselves broke.
BUT.....that ends here!
Decide if you want to make a living or just keep on
following a pipe-line dream.
Please be honest to yourself....it's high time!
Get stuff done,
NAME

Doubled my money in 1
evening....DOUBLED!
This actually happened more than once,
The way it works is you have to literally FORGET everything you know
about how to do things,
And literally follow instructions to the 'T' as they are given to you,
No matter how simple or funny they may seem,
Want to give it a go?
Here, click this and do exactly as it shows.
Bye for now
Name

DON'T CREATE PRODUCTS! It's hard....
Why would you want to create new products and then spend thousands
of dollars in testing the offers and stuff when you can have a one
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hundred percent tested biz making you rich?
Find out what I'm talking about.
The time is now. The decision, though, is YOURS!
Take this chance to make a CHANGE!
Regards,
Name

30-40% Wrong.....
Ever wanted a system that succeeds even if you fail?
I know it sounds stupid but even if you get 30-35% of
this right you'll end up with:
1. M0NEY in the bank
2. Sweet Sweet smile on your face.
>> Download The Fool Proof System!
Talk soon,
P.S: Try to implement it wrong intentionally and feel
shock and awe when you still see money flowing....

My Sincere apology
I shouldn't be sending this out to all my subscribers because this
is only for the action-oriented subscribers that I have....
....but since I cannot judge how much action you're taking on your
biz, I will let you be the judge.
Are you an action-oriented Ninja? If Yes, Click Here!
No I am not! (Delete this email)
I apologize for sending this to you if you're not at a good state
in your business but I just wanted to help out as many people as
possible.
Take Care,
NAME
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What are you doing tonight? Any plans?
This actually happened more than once,
The way it works is you have to literally FORGET everything you know
about how to do things,
And literally follow instructions to the T as they are given to you,
No matter how simple or funny they may seem,
If you have no plans tonight - THIS IS YOUR PLAN! A freeing plan!
Here, click this and do exactly as it shows.
Bye for now

Amazed at all the SHEEEEEET!
I've gotten so sick n' tired of all the fake crap!
I am amazed at what is happening online!
Fake actors...fake screenshots... fake EVERYTHING!
And then... I ran into this!
Click to check out (N-i-c-e!)
And none of this is fake!
I know this marketer personally.. I've see
the bank account - it's FAT!
See how it's done here...
Talk soon,

Nothing justifies this
No matter what you make, nobody has the right to rub
your failures in your face.... that is what happened
to me when I was still struggling to make money online.
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I was ridiculed by one of my own friends and he said
"Stop hiding behind the computer and get a life; you'll
never succeed online"
To be honest, I doubted myself too at that time but now
I have this >>
It is true power to know that you can hit a button and
make money like clockwork.
Check it out!

(no subject at all....but CAN YOU AFFORD
TO IGNORE THIS?)
Howdy!
So you've been getting emails from me for a while now...
And every now and then comes an opportunity that you just don't want to miss!
Why? well... It's simple...
If you can think of all the reasons you wanted to get involved in an online
business... This one answers them ALL
So don't make me bribe you....
Click on this link and notice how everything changes
You just cannot afford to miss this one,

Re: Your questions have been received via
email
I get countless emails everyday on my support desk
and otherwise asking me one simple question:
"How do I get more cash with less work.... The systems
are too hard to follow, I am a noobie...."
I get that.... but the thing is I didn't have anything
UNTIL THIS CAME ALONG that was as easy as this is >>
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I mean, earlier I used to say that it requires some hard
work and I believed that but now things have changed....
Thanks for technology, you now have a push button business
ready to make you money within hours from now.
Want more? IT IS GUARANTEED TO HELP YOU SUCCEED.
Grab your no-risk offer here,

NO RISK ???
Unless you want to spend a ton of money on this system
in the next few days when it becomes paid:
I want you to try it risk free right now >>
It won't be up for long and if you land up on the paid
page it means that the risk free trial is off the table.
Check it here!
I apologize if you don't get access to it but I sent you
this email as soon as I humanly could.
HURRY!
NAME

[BAZINGAAAA] SHELDON COOPER!
I am a huge nerd and I admit it without regret.
I love my computer and it loves me back without
any expectations :P
But you know how the COOL KIDS are, they used to
make fun of me; but now I own bigger toys &
everytime I get a payment from any network that
I am promoting: I go BAZINGAA.....
I love the feeling of getting paid, while I am
sleeping, while I am out buying new accessories
for my beloved computer :P
It's just incredible what this has done for me!
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NAME - I'm gettin' paper - LastName

Copy This GURU-TYPE Hobo.....
You know the fastest
route to the top? It's
modelling something
that works.
COPY THIS GURU TYPE GUY!
And get a ride to the
top without the hard
work.
He is making is so
easy for us to see
what he is doing... :P
He needs to cover
his tracks before
everyone catches up.
Clone him now!
Respectfully,
NAME

Re: Sending attempt failed
Yesterday I emailed you this new 1-2-3
affiliate system which DOES THE WORK
FOR YOU!
...BUT My email server crashed. So I
am sending it again:
Click here
Regards,
NAME

Your Download Is Ready!
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Your package is now available for download.
In this system you'll be guide via videos
and text on how to get to $100/day in as
little as 30 days.
30-Days-To-100/Fr-ee-Access
Chat soon,
NAME

Your 1st affiliate commission
I still remember the first commission that I made.... $8.49
Although the amount isn't much at all it told me that I was
NOT A LOSER..... :'-(
It almost brought tears to my eyes.... Want to experience the
same rush?
>> Here is your first affiliate commission blueprint.
Prove'em wrong, make money now!
NAME

Client Satisfaction Guaranteed:
Today I want to introduce you to a company
that has had a incredible success in helping
their customers make majority of the money:
www.REAL-PEOPLE-REAL-PROOF/Access
Wouldn't you want a monthly passive income
that keeps on growing? If yes, click the
link above.
Regards,
R

97% Market will not see this >>
This is not going to be alive for long because a lot of
the big name marketers want to restrict it for their use
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only... kinda like the drug cartel
But if you hurry, you can get access to it right now.
It is amazing what this stupidly simple system has done.
And it TAKES NOTHING to get started.
If you want to be among the 3% who will EVER see this
system ALIVE - Click Here!
Once the doors close, it is only going to work for the
members and you get in at no risk right now.
Take a look,
NAME

Open by [[DATE]] or FORGET IT!
If you need something that generates income even if you
pretty much set it up 50% WRONG
....Then you're in LUCK
Check this out >> (Before 20th May, 2014)
This will have you dominating your bank account digits in no time at all...
Stunning new system HERE
(take a peek before the entire world does)
Talk soon
NAME

[1] Message Pending {!email}
There is a very important message for you here:
[1] Message Pending {!email}
This might help you achieve your online goals a
little faster.
It might not be useful for NON-NINJA subscribers
but if you have a goal in your mind, this should
take care of the rest.
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Access it here....
If it isn't for you, don't hold a grudge against
me, I just thought it would help any ninja :)
Take Good Care,
NAME

I'm sorry for causing a controversy....
A few days ago I introduced my facebook group
of …..( enter number) people to a new life changing opportunity:
(This one)
I wasn't aware that it was not to be shared within
closed groups; any way there was a huge uproar but
then I spoke to the vendor directly & he allowed me
to send this to you:
>> I hope I don't cause any more controversies....lol
(It is very limited time & very limited copies)
Regards,
NAME

Love letter (From Wall St)
Everybody and his brother invest in stocks while
not having a clue how real money is made
Smart folks do the opposite...
Here's an example of a risk free quick income technique you can use TONIGHT
It's simple yet effective and completely risk free.
Enjoy
Name

Do you have a backup plan?
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[FIRSTNAME],
What would you do if you lost everything
and had to start over again from scratch?
I know what I'd do:
=> THIS! (Click Here)
Check it out - it may be the answer you've
been looking for.
Because nothing is certain in this fast
changing online world.
Name

[RIGHT NOW] I need your help.
Hi !EMAIL
I need help.
I need you to LET ME MAKE YOU MONEY.
I'm serious.
WATCH THIS VIDEO RIGHT NOW:
Here are the formal requirements:
- No Experience Necessary
- Beginners Are Preferred
- No websites needed
- No CPA
- No PPC
Get The Details here

Regards,
Name

[MAYBE] Your Marketing Sucks!
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If even after months of trying to find a system that makes your money
using your computer YOU HAVE FAILED! I think it is high time to admit
that your marketing sucks (otherwise you would have made money)....
... Trust me when I say that - YOU NEED TO SEE THIS RIGHT NOW!
It will not only blow you away with the information but also uncover
why you've been failing so often and at most online marketing things
you do!
I slapped myself for not being able to figure it out myself!
Do NOT miss this;

I HATE them, I'm Very Jealous!
I hate all the gurus that portray online success
as EASY! It's not easy, PERIOD!
Unless you have an UNFAIR ADVANTAGE.
This took years off the learning curve & put me
right in competition with the big names...
Now MAYBE they hate me & they'll be jealous :P
Check it out,
NAME

Survey Results are IN (596 Respondents)
After hundreds of responses collected, there is a clear winner for people's
most favourite and easy money making system,
Here it is (Make sure to log-in to see all the details)
596 People can't ALL BE WRONG can they?
Talk soon
NAME

CANCELLED WEBINAR
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I am sorry that I cancelled the webinar
where I was to show you how to build your
very own 6 figure business.
...but I have this on tape so view it here!
I had to cancel because there was sort of
a family emergency but everything is good
now and I have arranged for your access:
Watch it now >>
Name

This months earning report:
In the past few weeks I've made over five
thousand dollars without doing any hard
work at all....
How? Because this, did most of the work.
I didn't even check the accounts because I
set it up and almost forgot about but then
I got this:
NOTIFACTION OF PAYMENT RECEIVED!

And this always makes me happy :)
Off I go to the bar now.
Cheers,
N

FRIDAY (urgent)

You need some new, easy way for making
quick money. Well you came to the right
place.
This is an unexplored strategy.
Discover the strategy that is already
helping many achieve financial freedom;
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although it was released just recently.
Exclusive...Limited...Proven...
You only have until Friday to get this
through my link:
>> Check it out and get instant access.
To Mutual success,
Name

What you think is safe is risky
In this fast changing internet world anything that
you think is safe is actually risky because sooner
than later the big guns on the internet (FB, Google etc)
might decide to shut it down....
....coz they suck :P
The solution? Build a proper business, just like an
offline store but 10000 times better.
Learn how to do it here....
Regards,
NAME

COPY this.
I am going to make it easier for you to succeed online
by giving you the exact formula that many online millionaires
are using to achieve more money faster than 99.99% of the
market.
Just Copy THIS.....
and you'll be on their path to success too. Its like washing
your hands in a flowing river. The current of this opporunity
will make your business as easy as going downstream :)
Ride this WAVE to success....
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Copy'em,
NAME

[[Email]] You have a Facebook Message
awaiting your response....
I wanted to send it over to you on Facebook but I guess
you haven't added me on your Facebook. My link was in the
first email I sent you :(
No harm done though, take a look at this here!
The simplest, fastest and most reliable money making system
is here and your success is GUARANTEED.
You cannot fail because IF YOU DO FAIL; they will lose more
than you do - See what the WEIRD Guarantee is >>
Respectfully,
NAME

RE: Sorry about the (No Subject) Because...
I apologize sincerely but I could not find
anything that can describe the feeling of
getting $1000+ in your bank accounts WITHOUT
the hard work or even commitment.
Half-assed work got me money
All kidding aside, after seeing the success
with this, and also hearing and seeing
testimonials of the customers; I am going
to start working on it NOW!
If half assed work produced these results....
....I am going all in,
NAME

2nd Chance [[email]]
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It is the second time I am emailing
you about this and I sincerely hope
you get in on this ASAP:
$$$ to AAAA!
There are not many times when I
send multiple emails about a free
gift BUT this is an exception.
Get The GOLD NUGGETS!
Regards,
NAME
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